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In this paper we use an improved version of Baire category method to prove the
Ž .existence of solutions to the evolution differential inclusion x g Ax q ext F t, xÇ
under the Hausdorff noncompactness measure condition. We also obtain a density
result for the evolution differential inclusion. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Many papers are concerned with the existence of solutions and topologi-
cal properties of the solution sets of the differential inclusions
x g F t , x , x t s x , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç 0 0
x g ext F t , x , x t s x , 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç 0 0
Ž w x. Ž .in both convex and nonconvex cases see 4, 9, 10, 17 , where ext F t, x
Ž .denotes the set of extreme points of F t, x .
w xAn improved version of the Baire category method introduced in 6]8 is
a very effective way to prove the existence of solutions to differential
inclusions with nonconvex values under noncompactness assumptions on
F. The idea of using Baire category for differential inclusions in R
w xoriginally appears in Cellina 5 . Subsequently, based on the Baire cate-
Ž w x.gory, a method has been developed see 6]8 for proving the existence of
solutions to the Cauchy problem for differential inclusions with nonconvex
values in Banach space. If F is compact and continuous or, more gener-
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ally, if F is compact and satisfies Caratheodory assumptions, the set MÂ ext F
Ž . Ž w x. w xof all solutions to 2 is nonempty see 9 . A similar result holds also in 9
if F is an a-Lipschitz-type function, where a denotes the Kuratowski
noncompactness measure. In fact, the existence of solutions follows imme-
diately from the corresponding density results. More specifically, suppose
Ž .that F is continuous resp. Caratheodory and compact. Then, for eachÂ
Ž .continuous resp. Caratheodory selection of F, the solution set M hasÂ ext F
nonempty intersection with P , where P denotes the solution set of thef f
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.Cauchy problem x s f t, x , x t s x see 9 .Ç 0 0
Ž .In general, ext F t, x is not necessarily closed. Moreover, if F is
compact and convex in Banach space, a method based on the Baire
category is developed to prove the existence of continuous selections of
Ž . Ž w x.ext F t, x see 17 . This result may be considered to be one of the first
results on the existence of the continuous selections of the extreme points
of set-valued maps.
In this paper, we consider the evolution differential inclusions
x g Ax q F t , x , x 0 s x , 3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç 0
x g Ax q ext F t , x , x 0 s x , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç 0
 Ž .4where A is the infinitesimal generator of a C -semigroup G t on a0 t G 0
w xseparable Banach space X, F: 0, T = X ;“ X is a set-valued map with
Ž .nonempty compact convex values, and ext F t, x denotes the set of the
ÏŽ .extreme points of F t, x . According to the Krein]Mil'man theorem, the
Ž . w xset ext F t, x is nonempty for all t g 0, T and every x g X. We are
Ž .mainly concerned with some existence and density results for inclusion 4 .
Ž .As for the existence problems and properties of the solutions to 3 , they
w x w xhave already been considered in 15 and 16 , respectively.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the relations between the
Ž . Ž . Ž .solution sets of inclusions 3 and 4 . Assume that F t, x satisfies
Caratheodory conditions and for each bounded subset Q ; X and almostÂ
w x Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..every t g 0, T , x F t, Q F v t, x Q , where x F t, Q denotes the
Ž .Hausdorff noncompactness measure of F t, Q and v is a Kamke-type
function. Under these assumptions and the additional assumption
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž 5 5. w xdist F t, x , F t, y F v t, x y y , for almost every t g 0, T and x, yX
Ž .g X, where dist ?, ? denotes the Hausdorf metric, we prove that theX
Ž .solution set of inclusion 4 is nonempty and dense in the solution set of
Ž .inclusion 3 , which is the main result of this paper. In the last section, as
an application of the main result, we present an existence theorem for a
boundary value problem.
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2. PRELIMINARIES AND AUXILIARY RESULTS
5 5 wLet X be a separable Banach space with norms ? and X be the
topological dual of X. Let X be the space X with weak topologys
Ž w. Ž .s X, X . Denote by conv X resp. s y conv X the set of all nonempty
Ž .compact convex subsets of X resp. X with the Hausdorff metrics
Ž .dist ?, ? on the space of nonempty closed bounded subsets of X. LetX
Žw x .T ) 0 be given and let L 0, T , X be the Banach space of equivalence1
w x 5 5classes of Bochner integrable functions ¤ : 0, T “ X with norm ¤ [1
T 5 Ž .5 W Žw x .H ¤ s ds. Denote by L 0, T , X the space of equivalence classes0 1
w x 5 5of Bochner integrable functions ¤ : 0, T “ X with norm ¤ [W
5 t Ž . 5 Žw x .sup H ¤ s ds . C 0, T , X denotes the space of all continuous0 F t F T 0
w x 5 5functions u: 0, T “ X with norm ? of the uniform convergence onC
w x Žw x .0, T . B and B denote the unit open balls of X and C 0, T , X ,X C
Ž .respectively. For any nonempty set A ; X and r ) 0, we set B A, r [X
 < Ž . 4 Ž .  < Ž . 4 Ž .x g X d x, A - r and B A, r [ x g X d x, A F r , where d x, AX
 Ž . < 4[ inf d x, a a g A .
w xA set-valued map F: 0, T = X ;“ s y conv X is said to be integra-
bly bounded on compact subsets of X, if for any compact set Q ; X
w x q 5 Ž .5there exists a summable function l : 0, T “ R such that F t, x [Q
5 5 < Ž .4 Ž . w xsup ¤ ¤ g F t, x F l t for almost every t g 0, T and every x g X.Q
Ž .A one-parameter family G t , t G 0, of bounded linear operators from
X to X is said to be a semigroup if
Ž . Ž .i G 0 s I, identity operator on X.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii G t q s s G t G s , ;s, t G 0.
Ž . Ž .qIf for every x g X, lim G t x s x, then G t , t G 0 is said to bet “ 0
Ž .C -semigroup; if for a C -semigroup G t , t G 0,0 0
G t q h x y G t xŽ . Ž .
; x g X , ; t ) 0, lim exists,
hh“0
Ž .then G t , t G 0, is said to be a differentiable semigroup and if for every
Ž . Ž .t G 0, G t is compact, then G t , t G 0, is said to be a compact semigroup.
Ž .For a C -semigroup G t , t G 0, the linear operator A defined by0
G t x y xŽ .
; x g D A [ x g X lim existsŽ . ½ 5q tt“0
G t x y xŽ .
Ax [ lim
q tt“0
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Ž .is said to be the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup G t , t G 0. In
Ž . Ž w x.general, A is bounded and closed, and D A is dense in X see 3 .
Ž .For a bounded set Q ; X, we denote by x Q the Hausdorff noncom-
Ž .  <pactness measure of Q, i.e., x Q [ inf r ) 0 Q can be covered by a
4finite number of open balls with radius F r . From the very definition of
Ž .x Q , we can immediately obtain the properties
Ž . Ž .a x Q s 0 if and only if Q is compact,
Ž . Ž . Ž .b x Q s x Q ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . < < Ž .c If P ; Q, then x P F x Q , x tQ s t x Q ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .d x P q Q F x P q x Q ,
 4for bounded sets P, Q ; X and t g R. If S is a nonempty closedn
Ž . Ž .decreasing set sequence of X i.e., S ; S and x S “ 0 as n “ ‘,nq1 n n
Ž w x.then S [ FS is nonempty compact see 11 .n
w xA single-valued map f : 0, T = X “ X, measurable with respect to t
for every x g X and continuous with respect to x for almost every
w xt g 0, T , is said to be a Caratheodory-type selection of the set-valuedÂ
w x Ž . Ž .map F: 0, T = X ;“ s y conv X if f t, x g F t, x for almost every
w x  w x <t g 0, T and every x g X. Denote N [ f : 0, T = X “ X f is aF
4Caratheodory type selection of F .Â
w xThe set-valued map F: 0, T = X ;“ s y conv X is said to possess
Ž .the Scorza]Dragoni property S]D property if for any « ) 0 there exists a
w x Žw x .closed set T ; 0, T , m 0, T _T F « , such that the restriction of F on« «
Ž .T = X is continuous with respect to the Hausdorff metric dist ?, ? ,« X
w xwhere m denotes the Lebesgue measure. If the set-valued map F: 0, T =
w xX ;“ conv X is continuous with respect to x for almost every t g 0, T
and is measurable with respect to t for every x g X, then F possesses the
Ž w x.S]D property see 14 .
w xLet the set-valued map F: 0, T = X ;“ s y conv X possess the S]D
property and be integrably bounded on the compact subset of X. Consider
Žw x .a given compact set L ; C 0, T , X and define the set-valued map H:
Žw x .L ;“ L 0, T , X by1
<w xH x ? [ f ? g L 0, T , X f t g F t , x t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .1
w xa.e. t g 0, T , x ? g L.4 Ž .
ŽwIt is easy to show that H is a continuous map from L to s y conv L 0,1
x . Ž .T , X in the Hausdorff metric dist ?, ? . Then the set-valued map ext HL1 w xis defined on L. In the same way, the set-valued map ext F on 0, T = X
Ž Ž .. Ž .can also be defined. In general, the sets ext H x ? and ext F t, x are not
necessarily closed.
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Ž W Žw x ..Let C L, L 0, T , X be the space of the continuous map from L to1
W Žw x .L 0, T , X with the topology of uniform convergence on L.1
Set
W <w xN [ g : L “ L 0, T , X g is a continuous selection of H 4Ž .H 1
and
W <w xN [ g : L “ L 0, T , X g is a continuous selection of ext H . 4Ž .ext H 1
Žw x .Since there exists a continuous selection g : L “ L 0, T , X of the1
Ž w x. Žw x .set-valued map H see 17, Theorem 4.1 and the topology of L 0, T , X1
W Žw x .is not weaker than the topology of L 0, T , X , the selection g is1
W Žw x .continuous from L to L 0, T , X . Hence, the set N is nonempty.1 H
To prove the main result in Section 3, the following theorem is needed.
w xTHEOREM 2.1 17, Corollary 5.1 . For any « ) 0, any compact set
Žw x .L ; C 0, T , X , and any f g N , there exists an element g g N suchF ext H
that
t
sup g y s y f s, y s ds - « ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H
0w xtg 0, T
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . w xg y t g ext F t, y , for any y ? g L a.e. on 0, T .
3. MAIN RESULTS
In this section we consider the existence problems and properties of the
solutions to the two evolution differential inclusions
x g Ax q F t , x , x 0 s x , 5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç 0
x g Ax q ext F t , x , x 0 s x , 6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç 0
and the evolution differential equation
x s Ax q f t , x , x 0 s x , 7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç 0
w xwhere F: 0, T = X ;“ conv X is a set-valued map with nonempty
Ž .compact convex values and f ? g N .F
Ž . Ž .Denote by M , M , and M the solution sets of inclusions 5 , 6 andF ext F f
Ž . w xEq. 7 , respectively. Assume that the set-valued map F: 0, T = X ;“
conv X satisfies the following conditions:
Ž .H F is a set-valued map with nonempty compact convex values.1
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Ž . w x Ž .H For almost every t g 0, T , F t, ? is continuous in Hausdorff2
Ž . Ž .metric dist ?, ? , and for every x g X, F ?, x is measurable.X
Ž . 5 Ž .5 Ž . Ž .5 5H F t, x F n t q m t x for every x g X and almost every3
w x w x qt g 0, T , where n, m: 0, T “ R are summable functions.
w x q qLet v : 0, T = R “ R be a Kamke-type function that is integrably
q Ž . w xbounded on bounded subsets of R , satisfying v t, 0 s 0, a.e. t g 0, T
Ž . w xand such that the function r t s 0, t g 0, T is the unique absolutely
Ž .continuous function that is the solution to the Cauchy problem r t sÇ
Ž Ž .. Ž .v t, r t , r 0 s 0.
Suppose that
x F t , Q F v t , x Q 8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
w x w xfor every bounded set Q ; X and a.e. t g 0, T . From 15 , we know that
Žw x .M is a nonempty compact subset of C 0, T , X and that there exists aF
w x Ž . Ž .continuous map x: 0, T “ conv X, x 0 s x , such that for some f ? g0
Žw x . Ž . Ž Ž .. w xL 0, T , X , f t g F t, x t , a.e. t g 0, T , we have1
t
x t s G t x q G t y s f s ds.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H0
0
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Let H ] H and 8 be satisfied. Then for each x g X,1 3 0
Ž .M / B, i.e., the Cauchy problem 6 has solutions.ext F
Proof. Set
<w x w xS [ f ? g L 0, T , X f t g F t , x t , a.e. t g 0, T 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .F 1
and let
<w xK [ x ? g C 0, T , X x tŽ . Ž .Ž .½
t
s G t x q G t y s f s ds, f ? g S . 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H0 F 5
0
Žw x . Ž w x.Then K is a nonempty compact convex subset of C 0, T , X see 17 .
W Žw x .Let g : K “ L 0, T , X be a continuous selection of the set-valued map1
W Žw x .ext H: K ;“ L 0, T , X , which exists by Theorem 2.1.1
Žw x .Now, we define the continuous operator Ag: K “ C 0, T , X by
t w xAg x t [ G t x q G t y s g x s ds, t g 0, T . 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H0
0
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Ž .Ž . Ž Ž ..From the definition of K and the inclusion g x t g F t, x t , a.e.
w xt g 0, T , it follows that the operator Ag maps the compact convex set K
into itself. Therefore, by Schauder's theorem, the operator Ag has a fixed
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .point x ? s Ag x ? , which is obviously a solution to inclusion 6 . Hence,
M / B.ext F
Remark 1. In the same way, we can prove that for any f g N , M isF f
nonempty.
Denote by M the set of all fixed points of the operator Ag. Then MA g A g
is a nonempty compact subset of K.
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.2. Let H ] H and 8 can be satisfied. Let f g N and1 3 F
Ž .h ) 0. If there exists d [ d h ) 0 such that for any x g M satisfyingf F
t
sup x s y Ax s y f s, x s ds - d , x ? g K , 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .ÇH
0w xtg 0, T
Ž .then x ? g M q hB .f C
Proof. Suppose the statement is not true. Then there exist f g N ,0 F
 Ž .4h ) 0, and a sequence x ? ; M satisfyingn F
1t
sup x s y Ax s y f s, x s ds - , n g N,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÇŽ .H 0 n n0w xtg 0, T
Ž .such that x ? f M q hB .n f C
 Ž .4 ŽBecause M is compact, there exists a subsequence of x ? alsoA g n
 Ž .4. Ž .denoted by x ? converging uniformly to x ? g M . Therefore, for nn f
Ž .large enough, we have x ? g M q hB , a contradiction. This completesn f C
the proof.
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.3. Let H ] H and 8 be satisfied. Let f g N and h ) 0.1 3 F
If there exists g g N satisfyingext F
t
sup g x s y f x , s s ds - d , x ? g K , 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H
0w xtg 0, T
then M ; M q hB .A g f C
Ž .Proof. Let f g N . By Lemma 3.2 there exists d ) 0 such that 11F
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . w xholds for any x ? g M . Then we have x t s Ax t q g x, t , t g 0, T . ItÇF
Ž . Ž . Ž .follows from 11 and 12 that x ? g M q hB . Thus, M ; M q hB .f C A g f C
This completes the proof.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.4. Let H ] H and 8 be satisfied. Then for e¤ery1 3
x g X, f g N , and h ) 0, we ha¤e0 F
M l M q hB / B.Ž .ext F f C
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Proof. By Lemma 3.3, there exists g g N and h ) 0 such that1 ext H
M ; M q hB . Because M is compact, it follows that there existsA g f C A g1 1
0 - h - 1 such that1
M q h B ; M q hB . 13Ž .A g 1 C f C1
Similarly, by Lemma 3.3 again, there exists g g N such that M ;2 ext H A g 2
1M q h B . Because M is compact, there exists 0 - h - such thatg 1 C A g 2 21 2
M q h B ; M q h B .A g 2 C g 1 C2 1
Going on in this way, we obtain a decreasing sequence of nonempty closed
1subsets M q h B of M with g g N and 0 - h - satisfyingA g n C F n ext H n nn
M q h B ; M q h B , n g N.A g nq1 C g n Cnq 1 n
It is obvious that
x M q h B F x M q x h B s x h B “ 0 n “ ‘ .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .A g n C A g n C n Cn n
‘ Ž . Ž .Therefore, D M q h B / B. Let x ? g M be an element be-ns1 A g n C Fn
Ž . Ž .longing to each set M q h B , n g N. From 13 , we have x ? g M qA g n C fn
Ž . Ž .hB . For n large enough, we have x ? g M . Thus, x ? g M . ThisC A g ext Fn
completes the proof.
Ž .THEOREM 3.5 Relaxation Theorem . Let all assumptions about F, v be
satisfied and let v be nondecreasing with respect to the second ¤ariant. If for
w xany x, y g X and a.e. t g 0, T ,
5 5dist F t , x , F t , y F v t , x y y , 14Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .X
Žw x .then for any x g X, M is a nonempty compact subset of C 0, T , X and0 F
M s M , 15Ž .F ext F
Žw x .where the o¤erbar denotes closure in C 0, T , X .
Ž . Ž . Ž w x. Ž .Proof. Since 14 implies 8 see 13, 17 , it only remains to prove 15 .
Žw x . Ž . Ž .Let K ; C 0, T , X be defined by 9 and let x ? g M . Take « ) 0.F
Ž . Ž . Žw x . Ž . Ž Ž ..Then for each y ? g K, there exists ¤ ? g L 0, T , X , ¤ t g F t, y t1
w xa.e. t g 0, T such that
«
x t y Ax t y ¤ t - q d x t y Ax t , F t , y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ç Ç
2
«
F q d F t , x t , F t , y tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
2
«
- q v t , x t y y t . 16Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
2
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Ž . w xFrom 16 and Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 3.1 in 13 , it follows that
Žw x .there exists a continuous selection q : K “ L 0, T , X of the set-valued« 1
map H such that
x t y Ax t y q y t - « q v t , x t y y t 17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç «
w xy ? g K and a.e. t g 0, T .Ž .
By Theorem 2.1, we can choose a continuous selection g : K “«
W Žw x .L 0, T , X of the set-valued map ext H such that1
q y ? y g y ? F « , y ? g K . 18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .« « W
q Ž .Consider a sequence « “ 0 , n g N, « ) 0. Let x ? g M be then n ext F
Žw x .sequence of fixed points of the operator Ag : K “ C 0, T , X defined byn
t w xAg x t [ G t x q G t y s g x s ds, t g 0, T .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hn 0 « n
0
5 Ž .5 Ž . Ž .Set M [ sup G t . From 17 and 18 we obtaint gw0, T x
t
x t y x t s G t y s x s y Ax s y g x s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÇŽ .Hn « nn
0
t
F M x s y Ax s y q x s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÇH « nn
0
t
q M q x s y g x s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ŽH « n « nn n
0
t
F M « q v s, x s y x s dsŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .H n n
0
q M q x ? y g x ?Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .« n « nn n W
t
F M « T q v s, x s y x s ds q M«Ž . Ž .Ž .Hn n nž /0
t
F M 1 q T « q M v s, x s y x s ds. 19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hn n
0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let y ? be a limit point of the sequence x ? . Then, it follows from 19n
that
t w xx t y y t F v s, x s y y s ds, t g 0, T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
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Ž . Ž . Ž .which implies y ? s x ? . Consequently, x ? g M is a unique limit pointF
Ž .of x ? g M .n ext F
THEOREM 3.6. Under all assumption of Theorem 3.5, assume that X is
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xreflexi¤e and for all x g X, F t, x ; k t B, where k ? g L 0, T . If one of1
the following three conditions is satisfied,
Ž . Ž .i the semigroup G ? is compact;
Ž . Ž .ii the semigroup G ? is uniformly continuous;
Ž . Ž .iii there exists a compact subset K ; X such that for e¤ery t, x g
w x Ž .0, T = X, F t, x ; K ;
Žw x .Then for e¤ery x g X, M ; C 0, T , X is compact.0 ext F
Remark 2. The proof of Theorem 3.6 repeats that of Theorem 2.7 in
w x12 almost word for word.
4. AN APPLICATION
In this section we present an existence theorem for a boundary value
problem as an application of the main result given in the previous section.
Let E be any nonempty convex compact subset of X. For u g E, let us
consider the following Cauchy problems:
x g Ax q F t , x , x 0 s u , 20Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç
and
x g Ax q ext F t , x , x 0 s u. 21Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç
Denote by
< w xR t ; u s x t x : 0, T “ X is a solution to 20 , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .F
and
< w xR t ; u s x t x : 0, T “ X is a solution to 21 4Ž . Ž . Ž .ext F
the reachable sets at time t from the initial condition u of the inclusions
Ž . Ž .20 and 21 , respectively.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.1. Let H ] H and 8 be satisfied. If there exist t g1 3 0
Ž x Ž .0, T such that for e¤ery u g E, R t ; u ; E, then the boundary ¤alueF 0
problem
x g Ax q ext F t , x , x 0 s x t , 22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç 0
has at least one solution.
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Proof. Let f g N . We show first that the boundary value problemF
x s Ax q f t , x , x 0 s x t , 23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç 0
Ž w x.has solutions. Indeed, by Scorza Dragoni's Theorem see 9 , there is a
 4 w xsequence I of nonempty compact sets I ; 0, T , I ; I , n g N, withn n n nq1
Žw x .m 0, T _ I “ 0 as n “ ‘, such that the restriction of f to I = X isn n
w xcontinuous. For each n g N, let w : 0, T = X “ X be a locally Lips-n
chitzian function, with value contained in K, such that
1
sup w t , x y f t , x - .Ž . Ž .n nŽ .t , x gI =Xn
Ž .From 9 , i.e., the very definition of K and K g E, we know that, for
Ž . Ž .each « ) 0, there exists n g N such that R t ; E ; B E, « for every0 w 0 Xn
 4  4n G n . Therefore, we can construct a subsequence w of w such that0 n nk
1Ž . Ž .R t ; E ; B E, , k g N. By The Kakutani Fixed-Point Theorem, forw 0 X knk
1Ž Ž . .each k g N, the set-valued map u ;“ B R t ; u , l E, from E toX w 0 knk Ž .the nonempty compact convex subsets of E, has a fixed point denoted by
Ž .u . Hence, for each k g N, there exists a solution x ? of the Cauchyk k
1Ž . Ž . 5 Ž . Ž .5problem x s Ax q w t, x , x 0 s u , such that x 0 y x t F .Ç n k k k k 0 kk
 Ž .4 ŽSince x ? ; M and M is compact, there exists a subsequence alsok F F
.  Ž .4 Ž .denoted by x ? converging uniformly to some x ? g M . Clearly,k F
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x 0 s x t g K. Moreover, x ? is a solution to 23 , because for every0
w xt g 0, T we have
t
x t y G t x 0 y G t y s f s, x s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
t0
F sup x t y x t q M x 0 y x 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k k
w xtg 0, T
T
q M f s, x s y w s, x s dsŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .H n kk
0
T
s c q M f s, x s y w s, x s dsŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Hk n kk
0
MT
- c q , 24Ž .k k
5 Ž . Ž .5 5 Ž . Ž .5where c s sup x t y x t q M x 0 y x 0 , and the right-handk t gw0, T x k k
Ž .side of the inequality 24 goes to 0 as k “ ‘.
From the proof of Theorem 3.4, in the same way, we can construct a
decreasing sequence of nonempty closed subsets M q h B of M , withA g n C Fn1g g N and 0 - h - , satisfyingn ext H n n
M q h B ; M q h B , n g N.A g nq1 C g n Cnq 1 n
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For each n g N, let x be a solution to the boundary value problemn
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž .4x s Ax q g t, x , x 0 s x t . Since x ? ; M and M is compact, aÇ n 0 n F F
Ž .  Ž .4 Ž .subsequence also denoted by x ? converges uniformly to some x ? gn
Ž . Ž . Ž .M . Clearly, x 0 s x t . For n large enough, we have x ? g M . ThusF 0 A g n
Ž .x ? g M . Therefore, x is a solution to the boundary value problemext F
Ž .22 .
Ž .Remark 3. In general, the set R t ; u is neither closed nor convex.ext F 0
Ž .Nevertheless, by Theorem 4.1, the set-valued map u ;“ R t ; u ,ext F 0
from E to the nonempty subset of E, has at least one fixed point.
ŽRemark 4. According to the Krein Mil'man theorem, we have co ext
Ž .. Ž . w xF t, x s F t, x . Therefore, from 12 , the following statement is true:
Ž .under appropriate conditions F t, u is the infinitesimal generator of the
Ž . Ž Žsemigroup R t; u in the sense that the difference quotients R text F ext F
. Ž . . Ž .q h; u y G h u rh converge to F t, u .
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